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It’s been a year in which we have learned much,
focused on what’s really important and
recognised how much we value and depend
on others, whether for our general wellbeing or
more vital needs such as food or medicines.
Sandwell’s voluntary sector has shown
extraordinary efforts throughout the pandemic:
from small neighbourhood groups reaching out
to those isolated or in need, to volunteers coming
forward in their hundreds to offer practical help,
to larger charities keeping services going under
pressure, managing the complexities of lockdown,
and staying resolutely on the frontline.

WELCOME
Welcome to our Annual Review 2021, which
gives us an opportunity to pause and reflect
on a year unlike any other for our
communities in Sandwell and beyond, and
for SCVO in its role supporting our local
voluntary and community sector.

Sticking together and strong partnerships have
epitomized our local response, with health
partners, local government, businesses and
voluntary organisations all working closely
side-by-side through the lockdowns, and more
recently a strong push on making vaccinations
accessible for all.
Many of our members have told us that they have
developed much better working relationships
within our Sector through the pandemic; this
should give us encouragement and confidence as
we look to the challenges and opportunities of
our post-pandemic future.
Throughout the year our SCVO team have, like
our members, worked tirelessly. SCVO’s support
for our local sector leaders has included
facilitating partnerships, connecting volunteers,
coaching and guiding organisations in change
management, accessing vital funds, sharing public
health messages, and promoting the sector’s offer
and involvement as part of the local response.
I’d like to sincerely thank our many members and
local sector partners who have engaged with us so
generously, and all those local and national
partners who’ve funded SCVO, and worked
strategically with us, throughout this year. This
report, and our strength as your local umbrella
body, is a testament to your support and
partnership with us.
Geoff Foster
Independent Chair, SCVO
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“Sandwell’s voluntary
sector has shown
extraordinary
efforts throughout
the pandemic.”

“Many of our
members have told
us that they have
developed much
better working
relationships within
our Sector through
the pandemic.”
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INTRODUCING

SCVO
As a local charity committed to the best deal for
Sandwell residents, SCVO works across our Voluntary
and Community Sector (VCS) to help organisations
develop support that makes people’s lives better, offers
practical help for those in times of greatest need, and
enhances people’s prospects for the future.
SCVO works with our strategic
partners and our Sector to create an
environment where residents and
communities have the confidence,
capability and support to respond as
local needs emerge.
SCVO promotes ways of accessing
this support for all, including how
organisations can work better
together, and champions the
potential of our Sector to develop
effective home-grown responses to
some of Sandwell’s local challenges.

OUR VOLUNTARY AND
COMMUNITY SECTOR
Sandwell’s well-established Voluntary
and Community Sector (VCS) is a
vibrant and diverse collection of over
1,000 charitable and not-for-profit
businesses, social enterprises,
advocacy organisations, community
and neighbourhood groups.
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SCVO’S
STRATEGIC
PRIORITIES

1.

2.

A strong and responsive
Voluntary and
Community Sector.

Enabling access to support
for all Sandwell residents.

Working with VCS providers to
develop a Sector offer that is as
inclusive, effective and sustainable
as possible.

Together the many different parts
of the VCS make a huge impact in
serving people and responding to
needs that are often not being
met by anyone else in ways which
can be highly effective, flexible
and innovative.

Increasing access to services that
help residents to benefit from the
support they need to make the best
of life.

3.

It engages large numbers of
volunteers who give their time freely
to support others, and makes a
significant economic impact as a
route to bringing funds into the
Borough and as an employer of a
significant and developing workforce.

Making a difference where
it’s needed by making the
most of what Sandwell has.
Identifying local needs and taking an
asset-based approach to finding
solutions to local challenges.

4.

5.

A clear voice.

SCVO fit for the future.

Grounding strategic decision-making
in everyday reality.

Building a robust, sustainable and
stable SCVO.
SCVO Annual Review 2021
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Also featuring significantly this year was
SCVO’s lead role engaging with local
partners, including Sandwell Council,
public health, police, fire, GPs and mental
health providers.

REVIEW
OF THE YEAR
This was a year that will live long in
the memory, and one in which
SCVO’s own strapline of ‘connecting,
enabling, transforming’ cannot have
been any more apt when describing
our local voluntary sector.
We were heartened, but not surprised, by
the outpouring of concern that Sandwell
residents showed for their neighbours
and those most badly affected by the
pandemic, with hundreds stepping
forward to volunteer and scores
demonstrating this care in practical
and personal acts of kindness.

In total, close to

£500,000
of grant funding
was invested in over
70 local organisations
to support local people.

Our local voluntary sector on the whole
coped very well with the initial shockwaves
of lockdown, with each community group
or voluntary organisation finding its own
way to adapt to life online, or a different
kind of frontline. Of the many things we
have learned this year, our Sector’s ability
to be pragmatic and to prioritise what’s
needed in that moment, as well as our
collective resilience, come most to mind.
Our SCVO team managed the transition to
a more ‘virtual’ support role for the Sector
well (notwithstanding some tricky online
moments that most people experienced at
some point or other) and quickly set about
seeing how we could support our local
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SCVO’s regular – sometimes daily involvement in emergency response and
planning meetings ensured the Sector’s
contribution was widely understood,
linked projects and initiatives together
with statutory agencies, and provided a
useful communication channel for public
health messaging and guidance on
business continuity.

VCS members to adapt to the immediate
challenges and to navigate the twists
and turns of the pandemic as they came
upon us.
SCVO’s role as ‘convener’ and facilitator
came particularly to the fore, with our
(now online) networking opportunities
being valued and appreciated by many
of our VCS leaders. Our regular strategic
gatherings focused strongly on information
sharing, ‘collaboration building’ and
networking to counter the isolation
many in our Sector felt in suddenly
working remotely from their colleagues.
We piloted regular online ‘coffee time
conversations’ to give staff, committee
members and volunteers space for topical
chat and encouragement, and through
projects such as our Sandwell Early Help
Partnership - bringing family-focused
workers from all sectors together –
people found a place for mutual help
and support in their efforts to provide
a lifeline to local residents.
Whilst recognising that there remains a
‘digital challenge’ for some voluntary
organisations, our online networking
activity significantly increased accessibility
to SCVO meetings and enabled a broader
range of staff and volunteers to engage and
network than ever before. This transition to
a digital ‘option’ for how we work is one of
the positive Covid legacies we will look to
make the most of in the future.

“Our local
voluntary sector
on the whole
coped very well
with the initial
shockwaves of
lockdown, with
each community
group or
voluntary
organisation
finding its own
way to adapt to
life online.”

support, funding advice, and opportunities
to access training on topics such as
outcomes, marketing, fundraising and postlockdown planning.
As well as the headline £1.6 million that the
Sector was able to secure with SCVO’s help,
it was also encouraging to note the number
of new projects and resident-led groups
seeking SCVO support to get started.

Following significant growth in our previous
year, SCVO’s grant-giving activity continued
to flourish and broaden through the year to
resource a wide range of lockdown
activities that showed our Sector at its best.
This joined-up working was perhaps best
Additional to our existing Esmée Fairbairn
exemplified by the involvement of a diverse ‘Epic’ grants and the Sandwell Vision 2030
range of local organisations and groups
small grants programme, SCVO were able
who partnered with SCVO and Sandwell
to make available new grant opportunities
Public Health through a new ‘Covid
around community mental health support,
vaccinations grant programme’. The
Covid Emergency Response projects, Covid
success of the many activities engaging
vaccine take-up and the development of
local people across all age groups,
Food Pantries. In total, close to £500,000
geographies, cultures and communities of
was invested in over 70 local organisations
interest to promote and assist with vaccine to support local people.
take-up demonstrated again the quality of
Finally, but by no means least, SCVO’s
relationships, trust and reach that our VCS
strategic partnership work and Sector
organisations have, embedded within our
representation continued with great
local communities.
purpose throughout this year - and with
As difficult as it is to describe anything this
greater intensity due to the pandemic year as ‘business as usual’, the SCVO team
championing our voluntary sector within
were able to maintain all of our core
wide-ranging discussions on local issues
support activities in one form or another.
and opportunities. This myriad of
Our strategic forums – bringing together
conversations included the latest
providers around health, social care and
endeavours to address health inequalities
young people services – met more regularly in Sandwell and across the Black Country,
online than we had done previously facethe upcoming 2022 Commonwealth
to-face; likewise our regular ‘Meet the
Games, the development of the new
Funder’ meetings continued to prove
Midland Metropolitan Hospital, initiatives
very useful and popular.
for greater digital inclusion, safeguarding
vulnerable people in the community and
On top of the ‘help your neighbour’
new Towns Fund investments.
lockdown initiative, our volunteering
support offer continued to develop with
As we look to the future, SCVO will continue
the launch of a new ‘Let’s Go’ volunteer
to use these various platforms to raise the
opportunities website for the borough and profile of the voluntary sector, strengthen
the start-up of a new forum where our
partnerships with strategic partners and
Sector’s volunteer co-ordinators can meet
create an environment which nurtures and
to share insight and best practice. Our well- encourages greater resident participation
established development offer continued
and community-led action.
to be heavily in demand too, with many
Mark Davis
organisations benefitting from one-to-one
Chief Executive Officer, SCVO
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There are many ways SCVO helps voluntary
and community organisations to support the
local community as inclusively, effectively and
sustainably as possible.ber facts follow for highlighting)

Training and Workshops

DEVELOPINGA

STRONG
ANDRESPONSIVE
VOLUNTARY&
COMMUNITYSECTOR

51

The number of
e-bulletins SCVO
delivered to over
2,000 readers each week packed
with information,
news and support
opportunities for local
VCS organisations
and groups.

“It’s a great read and so
much useful info and
tips. If you’re a charity,
community group or
organisation,
community champion,
local organisations etc.
it's something you’ll
benefit from signing up
to. SCVO are smashing
it... #Sandwell”
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SCVO responded to the Covid-19
lockdowns by running a number of
workshops and training events
online, including ‘Project Outcomes’,
‘Crafting your Elevator Pitch’,
‘Emerging from Lockdown’,
‘Introduction to Fundraising’ and
‘Writing Fundraising Letters’.
“We want to thank our lovely friends
from @SCVOSandwell for delivering a
really interesting and inspiring course
today on pitching for business. A fresh
pair of eyes is always refreshing. Quite
a challenge to pitch in 30 seconds but
it all made sound advice and gave
great focus!!”
“I wanted to send you this email
personally to say a huge thank you for
your wonderful session today on
Business Plan. It was very informative
and useful. It was also well delivered
and well structured.”

83

The number of Sandwell
organisations supported this year
with in-depth bespoke coaching to
develop their local support,
including guidance on fundraising,
governance, planning, financial
management, networking and
quality standards.

Arabic Academy CIO –
Case study
“We are a brand-new CIO thanks to
SCVO’s services. Without the support,
guidance and assistance from SCVO
Capacity Development Team we’d still
be trying to register with the Charity
Commission now. They painlessly
guided our charity through every step
of the process, answering our queries
and supporting us to draft our
response, constitution and other
paperwork needed. I want to thank
you for your support and advice, the
institution would not have been able to
do it without you. I am very grateful.”

Eastern European
Welfare Association
(EWA)– Case Study
“We are grateful for the dedication and
in-depth support we receive from SCVO
as our ‘critical friend’ and almighty
proof reader, when reviewing our
funding applications. The level of detail
about our application and how we can
strengthen our case to the funder is
invaluable! We’re also sharing the
knowledge passed on to us by SCVO
during our conversations with other
community groups such as don’t leave
writing to the last minute or make sure
you read the guidance notes.”
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110%

HELPING
PEOPLE

The increase in SCVO’s reach through facebook,
with over 6,000 facebook users now engaging
with SCVO each month; our social media
promotion of news and opportunities for the
Sector through Twitter also grew significantly.

Working across borders
SCVO worked in partnership with
Dudley CVS during this year to
deliver a number of joint sessions,
including funder meetings, ‘Tackling
the Digital Divide’ conversations and
‘Trustee Chats’.
“I really enjoyed the opportunity of
linking up with other trustees from
Sandwell and Dudley as the sessions
provide me with an opportunity to
learn from more established groups
and the expertise in the session.They
collectively answered my queries as a
newly formed organisation and
shared their own experiences. What I
particularly like about these sessions
is that they cross the border with
Dudley and encourage other
organisations to work more
collaboratively together.”

6

Virtual ‘Coffee Time
Conversations’ providing
Sector leaders with the
opportunity to have peer-led online
discussions on a variety of topics
suggested by participants.
“These have been a real lifeline to me
during the pandemic, as I’ve been
able to connect with other Sandwell
organisations and discuss/share
information around different themes.
It’s meant I’ve been able to stay
connected to the outside world
as I start to establish my own
community organisation.”
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7

Virtual ‘Meet the Funder’
sessions held, facilitating
conversations between
Sector leaders and key funding
bodies such as the Heart of England
Community Foundation, Severn
Trent Community Trust, Lloyds Bank
Foundation, South Staffs Water and
People’s Postcode Lottery.
“You may recall I attended the
Postcode Local Trust funding webinar
you organised in February, and
following that I made an application
in April. Just wanted to let you know
that the application was successful
and we have received £19,840 to
run a programme of activities from
August this year until June 2022.
So thank you for organising these
workshops, they really are
extremely beneficial!”

£1.6m

the amount of external funding
secured by our Sector organisations
this year with SCVO support.
“I saw a post on SCVO’s social media
regarding the Arnold Clark grants and
was successful. If SCVO hadn’t have
shared this opportunity I’d have never
have known about it.”

BENEFIT FROM LOCAL SUPPORT

“Thank you for
all your support.
You got behind
us and help us
every step of the
way. Thank you“
Sham Amhed from
the Heart of England
Community
Foundation, regarding
them winning the
Charity Excellence
Awards online voting SCVO helped
raise awareness of
the voting process.

SCVO advertises activities
offered by voluntary
organisations and assists
groups working together to
provide the best possible help.

520+
community activities and support
services advertised on SCVO’s
‘route2wellbeing’ and Sandwell
Family Life portal.
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Getting the Black
Country Moving
SCVO, working with our three local
CVSs and Active Black Country,
started work during this year on the
‘Black Country Moving’ pilot project.
This focuses on getting physically
inactive people moving more to
improve wellbeing, particularly
in eight specific wards across the
Black Country, including Friar Park
and Princes End in Sandwell.

Sandwell Early
Help Partnership
SCVO’s cross-sector partnership
project continued to bring people
together throughout the pandemic
lockdown, supporting agencies and
schools to work together and
promote their support offer to
families and young people,
particularly through network
meetings and the Sandwell Family
Life website.

The project also aims to develop a
better understanding of what
residents need and to put in place a
community campaign encouraging
people to become more physically
active and improve their health
and wellbeing.
Following a survey of nearly 1,000
residents which has highlighted
common barriers to activity, exercise
opportunities have been offered in
priority areas such as Friar Park
responding to suggestions: these
have included yoga and chair-based
exercise for beginner groups who
experience mobility issues and long
term health conditions.

Case Study - Supporting
Children and Young
People’s Emotional
Health and Wellbeing

“I can definitely say that they have been
the most enjoyable and rewarding
outdoor fitness sessions I have ever
attended. The buzz, endorphins and
wellness benefits you get from i) group
interaction ii) fresh air and green space
exercise and iii) a motivational
activator are undeniable. As I live on
my own and have felt very isolated
during lockdown, the restart of the
sessions a few weeks ago has given my
wellbeing a real boost.” Participant at a
local session promoted by the Black
Country Moving project.

Case Study - Early Help
Partnership local
town events

In spite of the challenges of online
networking, the Partnership ran six
This online conference event
highly productive events through the
brought together close to 100 local
year, inviting youth organisations in
frontline providers, safeguarding
each of Sandwell’s towns to come
leads, schools and youth workers.
together, to share information on
It aimed to increase awareness of
local activities and services, to enable what’s happening locally, what
support is available, and how local
delegates to share experiences
concerns and challenges can be
and best practice, to discuss how
overcome through partnership.
wellbeing challenges can be
The Partnership also led on the
refresh and rewriting of the Sandwell overcome, and to build connections “I found the event really good and
so that volunteers and professionals
Early Help Strategy, with a range of
with my early help head on I think
professionals and volunteers drawn who work with children and young
it’s a great way to build the locality
people from all sectors can work
from different agencies and sectors
network in each town.”
better together.
asked to share their thoughts on
“Great event, when you arrange big
what is, and what isn’t, working well
“The session was really insightful.”
themed events – I would love to be
with Sandwell’s early help provision.
included in these too!”
“Thanks for all the information, the
Through focus groups, surveys and
event was useful to update us all on
consultation 50 local practitioners
what provision is available in our
and 25 families assisted the
Partnership in understanding better area and I have now also booked on
to the Smethwick event so look
the support families in Sandwell
need and in shaping the Strategy for forward to seeing you there.”
visits to SCVO’s information websites
the future.
by over 50,000 ‘users’ this year.

Creative Black Country –
The Power of
Partnerships
SCVO continued to host and support
the Creative Black Country (CBC)
project, helping to nurture and grow
grassroots arts and cultural activities
within our communities.
CBC helps residents to experience
creativity and explore how it might
become a more meaningful and
enjoyable part of everyday life.
A strength and resilience shone
through the arts and cultural sector
during the pandemic, keeping
residents connected and optimistic
in spite of the challenges.

Case Study U Island
U Island, a community organisation
based in Smethwick that supports
Eastern European children,
approached CBC in 2019 through
CBC’s ‘Creative Communities’
programme. Following some
creative ‘taster’ sessions, the group
were supported to develop their
own ideas, which culminated in a
theatre production which ran for
two nights and attracted around
200 audience members.
In 2020, U Island felt more confident
in their ability to organise creative
workshops independently and
were keen to take their artistic
programme further, so it was
agreed that CBC would support
them in fundraising for and
delivering a larger original project,
showcasing migration through
intricate bird box sculptures.

With support from one of CBC’s
Creative Advisers and SCVO, U Island
fleshed out a project plan and funding
application to include three key
partners: Sandwell Council’s Events
team, who offered help with finding
exhibition locations for the completed
bird boxes; the Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds (RSPB), who
offered their Sandwell Valley premises
as a workshop venue; and Juneau
Projects, an artist duo with experience
of working on high-quality projects in
community settings.
A successful bid was made to Arts
Council England and with other
support the total value of the award
came to £20k. This has been a
fantastic project which demonstrated
resilience during the pandemic and
the power of partnerships. U Island
have aspirations to tour their work
nationally which will see a part
of Sandwell reaching the rest of
the country.

150,000+
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Vision 2030

700
The number of
Sandwell residents
who responded to
SCVO’s call for ‘Covid
Volunteers’ at the
start of the first
pandemic lockdown.

SCVO delivered four rounds of the
Vision 2030 Community Grants
programme enabling voluntary and
community groups to deliver a wide
range of activities in Sandwell –
activities that built social connections
(for example, tackling loneliness
or social isolation), provided
youth activities and promoted
healthy lifestyles.
This support proved to be more
important than ever during
lockdown and, in response to the
many challenges organisations
faced, SCVO created a special ‘Vision
2030 Covid 19 Response Fund’,
designed to help organisations adapt
and extend their services to support
people through the pandemic.

Youth mentoring

10
MAKING A

DIFFERENCE
WHERE IT’S NEEDED
SCVO works with others to make the most of
our local community assets: money, people
and places. This helps to make Sandwell a
better place for everyone.
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local voluntary sector
partners participated in
the local ‘iTrust
Sandwell’ partnership project,
offering grant-funded mentoring
support to young people, which
aimed to build their confidence, selfesteem and guide them in important
life choices.

Covid-19
Vaccination Grants
SCVO worked closely with Sandwell’s
Public Health team to grant-fund a
diverse range of community and
grassroots activity aimed at breaking
down barriers, providing accessible
information and building confidence
for all Sandwell residents about
receiving the Covid-19 vaccination.

Let’s Go!
A new portal launched during the
year to advertise different ways for
residents to give their time in the
community, now listing over 100
volunteering opportunities.

95%

of SCVO’s Covid Volunteers said they
were likely to carry on volunteering
in the future. Ultimately, SCVO
deployed over 400 volunteers to
support 1,000+ residents with
a whole range of activities from
shopping to collecting prescriptions
to telephone befriending.

Sandwell Food Pantries
SCVO launched a new grant
programme, working with Sandwell
Council, to deliver our local Food
Pantries Development Plan. Food
Pantries are community food clubs,
run by and for their members,
offering people reliable and good
quality food, as well as other help
and services.

Esmée Fairbairn
SCVO’s partnership with the Esmée
Fairbairn Foundation continued to
go from strength to strength this
year, with extensive grant-funded
activity focused on improving
community resilience in
Sandwell’s communities.

“Thank you so much for all your help
and support it is appreciated.” - Karen,
who found just what she was looking
for on www.letsgosandwell.info
“It was a very rewarding
experience.....made me aware of
the loneliness in the local community
and the need for better facilities ...
in particular for the elderly
and bereaved.

A Friendly Forum
During this year SCVO initiated a new
Sandwell Volunteer Coordinators’
Forum, an informal quarterly
gathering of representatives who
may recruit, manage, train and
support helpers.
The Forum has enabled Volunteer
‘Coordinators’, whether paid staff
or themselves volunteers, to come
together to share good practice
and chat about issues relevant to
their role.
This may include an invited guest
speaker to spark a discussion on a
new topic, but always the emphasis
is on getting to know each other and
making the best use of local
knowledge and assets.
“I really enjoy the [Sandwell Volunteer
Coordinators’] forums, they are
friendly, laid back and full of faces
I don’t usually see. It’s nice to network
and listen to what others are up to
particularly if we can direct
volunteers to experience other
opportunities elsewhere - we can’t
be everything to everyone can we!”
“I really enjoy the [Sandwell Volunteer
Coordinators’] forum meetings. They
give me a whole new perspective of
volunteering which is important as
we at SPDC want to develop our
volunteering programme.”

£466,000
worth of grants provided to a total
of 74 Sandwell VCS organisations
during the year funding a wide
range of community initiatives.

“It also made me aware of the poor
facilities for people with dementia
and mental health issues.”
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A

CLEAR
VOICE

SCVO brings people and organisations together to develop
strong partnerships that make a real difference, every day.

SCVO’s strategic engagement activity
continued throughout lockdown,
adapting to online format for
meetings. The VCS Health and Social
Care Forum, Children and Young
Peoples Forum and Leaders Forum
Executive Group all met regularly,
as well as the new Children and
Young People Safeguarding
Reference Group.
Regular dialogue also began
between the Sector and the senior
leadership team of Sandwell’s
Children’s Trust to improve our joint
work supporting local families.
“I have appreciated the way in which
SCVO has represented the sector and
kept us informed. In leading a small
organisation covering the whole Black
Country it has not been possible to
be involved as much as I might have
wished. Nevertheless I have always
felt that I have been kept informed
and help has been available when
needed. So thank you and keep up
the good work.”

Reset and Recovery
SCVO convened a range of
discussions with Sandwell Council
leaders around how Sandwell’s
public service providers and
Sandwell communities look
to ‘bounce back’ from the
Covid-19 pandemic.

Keeping People Safe
in the Community
SCVO partnered with local providers
and community safety partners to
run a series of briefings focusing on
how we can all play a part in
supporting those most vulnerable or
at risk in the community – including
a focus on Modern Day Slavery,
Domestic Abuse and Hate Crime.
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Bringing the
Sector Together
SCVO’s 2020 AGM brought over
75 delegates together for a virtual
conference event, showcasing the
incredible efforts by the Sector in
supporting people through the
pandemic. This featured a video
produced by SCVO showcasing
the great lockdown response.
https://bit.ly/COVIDshowcase.

Adding Value to
Local Partnerships
SCVO continued to champion and
promote the role of the VCS within
the partnership arena; broker
engagement and connections with
local statutory and health partners,
and bring the insights and
experiences at community level
into strategic conversations.
SCVO actively participated on behalf
of the Sector ‘around the table’
including at the Sandwell Health and
Wellbeing Board, the Safer Sandwell
Partnership, the Adult Safeguarding
Board, the Sandwell Super Towns
Board, the CYP Commissioning
Partnership and the Employment
and Skills Partnership. SCVO also
contributed in regular Covid
response discussions with
local public service partners.
“SCVO has played a pivotal role in
the systems-wide development of
children’s services across the
Borough. The involvement and
contributions at key strategic boards
has been an invaluable way to ensure
that the sector’s voice is heard and
can influence across the stakeholder
partnership. SCVO has produced
some excellent evaluative reports
about the impact of services, and
provides an important children and
young people’s forum through which
voluntary and community sector
partners can work collaboratively
with each other and with other
agencies.” Executive Director,
Sandwell Council.

29

meetings of SCVO’s
strategic forums,
gatherings and
sub-groups during
the last year.

200+
delegates benefitting
from information and
discussion over 7 VCS
Briefing events held
during this year.
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FINANCE
SCVO income during 2020/21

SCVO expenditure during 2020/21

Balance of funds at 31st March 2021

£1,173,159 £1,132,849
(compared with £885,399
during 2019/20)

(compared with £845,733
during 2019/20)

£392,622
(compared with Balance of funds of
£352,312 on 31st March 2020)

TRUSTEES
& STAFF
SCVO Board

SCVO Staff Team

Geoff Foster
Independent (Chair)

Mark Davis
Chief Executive Officer

Jon Grant
Krunch (Vice-Chair)
Laura Nott
Ovacome (Vice-Chair)
Khatija Patel
Ideal for All (Treasurer)
Andy Ball
Independent
Claire Dale
Headway Black Country

Expenditure
against different
service areas

51%

6%

2%

Grant giving activity

Creative people and places

SCVO+ consultancy

19%

6%

2%

Capacity building and
strategic engagement

Early Help Partnership

Information portals
and communications

10%

3%

1%

Local grassroots support
(GM2LF and Esmee Fairbairn)

VCS forums

Other

Vicki Fitzgerald
Citizens Advice Sandwell
Mohammed Loan
Oldbury Jamia Mosque
Jacques Matensi-Kubanza
African French Speaking
Community Support
Rachel McFee
OSCAR Sandwell
Jatinder Singh Basi
Guru Nanak Gurdwara
Luke Tyler
YMCA Black Country Group

Income
categories for
SCVO activities
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52%

3%

Funds for grant-giving

Communications

43%

2%

VCS capacity building

Strategic engagement

Andy Watson
Independent

SCVO’s head of staff
and strategic lead.

Creative Black
Country (CBC)

Libby Mahoney
Small Groups
Development Officer

hosted by SCVO on behalf of
Black Country Together CIC
Parminder Dosanjh
Creative Director

Stuart Ashmore
Operations Manager/
Deputy CEO

Supporting the development
and growth of small and
grassroots community
organisations across
the borough.

Managing day-to-day
operations and overseeing
development support activity.

Shamsher Dharsani
Capacity Development Coach

Steve Leighton
Finance
Mazeline Hemmings
Database and
General Administrator
Supporting the office and
maintaining SCVO’s websites.
Karen Tuckley
Business Support
Supporting the smooth
running of SCVO’s operations

Providing artistic leadership
for the CBC programme.

Supporting the organisational
development of VCS
organisations, growing
enterprise and supporting
collaboration.
Liz Webster
Community
Partnerships Coach
Supporting organisations to
shape effective community
projects and leading on
grant-giving.

Leona Bird
Strategic Engagement Officer

Kim Fuller
Growing Participation
and Volunteering Mentor

Supporting VCS engagement
with statutory partners
and co-ordinating a range
of VCS networks and
strategic forums.

Supporting organisations to
grow resident involvement
in community activities and
promoting best practice
in volunteering.

Angel Lakha
Early Help Partnership
Coordinator

Suzy Street-Hall
Active Lifestyle
Community Connector

Leading the development and
co-ordination of a cross-sector
Partnership supporting
Sandwell children and families.

Increasing participation in
community-based activities
and sport.

Sajida Carr
Director of Operations
and Development
Project management and lead
of the CBC programme.
Fiona Dye (maternity cover)
Project Administrator
Ensuring the smooth running
of the CBC programme.
Gavin Medza
Project Administrator
Supporting the Dudley
CBC programme.
Yvonne Gregory
Fundraising Manager
Working with partners and
funders to secure resources
for community arts activity.
Kerry O’Coy
Marketing and
content manager
Leading on communications,
marketing and design.
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FURTHER

INFORMATION
Registered Address
and Principal office:
First Floor,
Landchard House,
Victoria Street,
West Bromwich
B70 8ER

Website:
www.scvo.info

Sandwell VCS Directory:
www.sandwellvcs.info

Twitter:
@SCVOSandwell

Health and Wellbeing portal:
www.route2wellbeing.info

Facebook:
facebook.com/SCVO.Sandwell

Sandwell Family Life portal:
www.sandwellfamilylife.info

Company Registration Number:
03570517

Volunteering Portal:
www.letsgosandwell.info

Registered Charity Number:
1071514

SCVO supported by:

